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research project was to determine the extent to which the outflow can be influenceg by the 
human interventions in three-selected water basins in Bohemian Forest (Sumava 
Mountains) and foothills. The rainfall-runoff analyses using both the single and double 
mass curves over the period of the hydrologic observations were taken as a basic 
methodology. Beside mean discharge, precipitation, snow and air temperature trends, 
analysis of land cover change and human impact on the river network and drainage areas 
development were applied too. The greatest deviations were widely observed in the period 
between the 2nd half of the seventies and in the 1st half of the eighties. The whole system 
came slowly back to its initial condition in the early nineties. The runoff trend deviation has 
been related to the nature and human factors, mainly to current climatic changes and 
changes of landscape retention potential. 
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1. Introduction 

The floods experienced recently in Czechia gave rise to numerous 
discussions over the changed environment and related potential impacts on 
the rainfall and runoff processes. Besides climate change, attention is being 
drawn to human influence. The Czech landscape has developed in a specific 
way, which differs from region to region in terms of the intensity of 
anthropogenic intervention into water balance. Not even mountain and 
foothill areas have escaped such changes. 

The impact of human activities on runoff regimes has been proven by 
a number of experimental studies from various parts of the world, including 
several from Czechia. An example of this is the long-term research in the 
experimental water basins concentrated on monitoring the influences of 
forest and deforestation Cyalek 1953; Netopil 1955; Kfecek 1980; Kfiz 1981, 
Jarahlic, Chlebek 1984; Seborova 1994, Blazkova 1994). The studies by 
Kulhavy (1999) and Krecmer (2003) revealed the ambiguity of the results on 
surface runoff in respect to forest age and species. A higher and less balanced 
outflow was observed in agriculturally cultivated areas (Fahrer et al. 2001; 
Klacking, Haberlandt 2002, Robinson et al. 2003). Another problem is 
drainage, which affects on average up to 25.5 % of farmland in the Czechia, 
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Fig. 1 - Location of the study areas in the Otava River basin: Vydra, Blanice and Ostruzna 
River basins. Source: Basic Water Management Map 1:50000. 

the highest rate in Europe. In general, drainage reduces the level of 
subsurface water and accelerates and increases the outflow average and 
minimum (Svihla 1992). The surface drainage contributes to an increase in 
the discharge effect during the floods (Dolezal 2004). Special attention is paid 
to urban areas often associated with channelization, water reservoirs 
construction and taking water from rivers (Goudie 1992; Meyer 2001; 
Sochorec 1977; Lhotsky 1999; Kanok 1999; Kfiz 2003). 

The main aim of this study is to monitor and try to explain changes in the 
development of the rainfall - runoff relationship in three water basins 
situated in the Vltava River headstream area: the Vydra, the Ostruzna and 
the Blanice River basins (see Fig. 1). The selected water basins represent 
areas of diverse land use with different levels of anthropogenic intervention 
in the runoff regime. All three basins played an important role during the 
initial formation of outflow during the catastrophic floods in Czechia in 
August 2002 (Langhammer et al. 2003; Kliment, Matouskova 2005). 

2. Characteristics of water basins 

The upper stream ofthe Ostruznci River drains the high part of the Bohemian 
Forest (the Kochanske plains). Most of the basins belong under the Bohemian 
Forest foothills . The highest place is situated at 1 177 m a . s. 1. , the lowest part 
at 528 m a. s. 1. in the gauging site Kolinec. Metamorphic Pre-Cambrian rocks, 
orthogneisses and paragneisses, prevail in the subsoil. Cambisols merge into 
cryptopodsols and podsols at higher altitudes. The landscape is used for 
agriculture. The forestation reaches 40.7 %, arable land accounts for only 17.2 % 
in the present. The countryside settlement is typical for this area (see Tab. 1). 
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Tab. 1 - Basic rainfall and water runoff characteristics of the test water basins 

DBNr. Gauging site River monitoring A P* Qa qa q>* 
from (km2) (mm) (m3.s-1) (LS-l.km-2) 

1350 Modrava Vydra 1931 93.41 1327 3.18 35.2 0.84 
1390 Kolinec Ostru.zna 1949 92.42 916 1.20 13.1 0.45 
1450 Blanicky MlYn Blanice 1953 85.21 760 0.79 9.2 0.38 

*Data from 1961-2002, other from the beginning of measurement. 
DBNr: database number; A - area, P - mean annual amount of precipitation; Qa - long
term mean discharge, qa -long-term mean specific outflow, cp - runoff coefficient 

The Vydra River drains the high part of the Bohemian Forest (Kvildske 
plains). The highest place of the basin is situated at 1 373 m a. s. 1. and the 
lowest at 935 m a. s. 1. in the gauging site Modrava. Metamorphic Pre
Cambrian rocks with biotic granites prevail in the subsoil. Crypto-podsol and 
podsol are characteristic, hydromorphic soils are also common. The basin is 
a natural forested landscape with the occurrence of peat bogs. The basin is 
situated in the Bohemian Forest National Park. 

The Blanice River drains the high part of the Bohemian Forest (Boubinsko
zelnavske Mountains). The highest place is situated at 1 228 m a. s. 1. and the 
lowest at 743 m a. s. 1. in the gauging site Blanicky Mlyn. Metamorphic Pre
Cambrian and Palaeozoic migmatites prevail in the subsoil. The most 
common are cryptopodsols. The landscape is covered by forest (66.7 %) and 
meadows (27.7 %). At present, a cattle breeding is typical for the area. 

3. Methods and data sources 

The methodology of the research comprises analytical and synthetic 
procedures. The basic analytical procedure can be regarded as the analysis 
rainfall and runoff trend regime supplemented by an analysis of air 
temperature and snow parameters relationships. The method of simple and 
double mass curves was used as the main method for the evaluation of the 
trend in outflow values development in the selected water basins. Significant 
deviations from the linear course together with sudden variations can 
indicate changes in the runoff regime. Besides simple mass curves for basic 
discharge characteristics and precipitation, double mass curves for 
cumulative precipitation and discharge values were plotted for a better 
identification of changes in the trend. The analysis itself was preceded by the 
necessary step of homogenizing the precipitation data, during which missing 
data was completed on the results of a regressive analysis of the time 
sequences of monthly precipitation from adjacent stations. Thiesen polygons 
method was used first to derive the precipitation in the water basins. 
Subsequently, a method taking into account the altitude was used (Kavan 
2004). 

During the next step, a frequency analysis of high water level events was 
carried out. The frequency was assessed based on the occurrence of five-year 
and larger events respecting the separation of individual flood waves. The 
analysis of runoff changes trend was followed through by an analysis of 
changes in the runoff distribution during the year. 

The development of runoff in the given water basins was further 
supplemented by an analysis of the development of air temperature and snow 
characteristics (number of days with snow cover; average and maximum snow 
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cover depth). Trends were described in the form of 5-year moving averages of 
monthly, annual and seasonal values. The basic source of input outflow and 
climate values was the Czech Hydrometeorological Institute (CHMI) 
database. 

Following the analysis of the trends in runoff, rainfall and air temperature 
regimes, analysis of changes in landscape use, river network training and 
land drainage were carried out. The results were related to the duration of the 
water level monitoring in the given water basins, i.e. over approximately the 
last 50 years. Changes in land use were assessed based on cadastre register 
(Bicik et al. 2003) and with the help of database CORINE Land cover (1992, 
2000). The human impact on the river network was evaluated based on Water 
Management Maps (WMM) 1:50 000 and on materials provided by the 
Agricultural Water Management Authority (A WMA). Land drainage and its 
development over time was derived from map documents with a scale of 
1:10000, as provided by AWMA. The existing analogue and digital databases, 
as well as the terrain research itself, were used. 

3.1 Analysis of rainfall-runoff regime trends 

The method of simple and double mass curves was used for the 
identification of significant changes in the water runoff regime. Considerable 
changes were identified in the Ostruzna River basin, where an increase in 
runoff was recorded in the period 1975-1980. A less considerable change in 
the trend in the period 1975-1982 was also confirmed on the Blanice River. 
On the contrary, on the Vydra River no changes in the water runoff regime 
were identified (see Fig. 2). 

An analysis of the high water level occurrence was carried out in order to 
explain the cause of significant changes in the runoff trend. The 5-year event 
level was used as the limit for high discharges. It was derived empirically using 
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Fig. 2 - Double mass curves of annual precipitation and discharge for gauging sites: 
Modrava, Kolinec, Blanicky Mlyn. Source: CHMI. 
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probability curves. The analysis confirmed that the identified trend in the 
water runoff increase is connected with the occurrence of a high water level. In 
the period 1979-1981, a concentrated occurrence higher water level events 
recorded all the observed gauging sites. The occurrence of a high water level 
was on the Vydra River did not manifest itself significantly changes in the long
term runoff regime. Based on these facts the occurrence of flood discharge is not 
a determining factor in changes in the water runoff development. 

Seasonal runoff changes within a year were assessed based on the 
development of the percentage share of runoff both in individual months and 
individual seasons. What is characteristic for the water runoff regime in the 
last 50 years is the considerable increase Cof more than 5 %) in the winter 
months, particularly after 1975. On the other hand, we can see a gradual 
decrease in the runoff in summer months for the same period, with exception 
floods in August 2002. The largest increase is in December and the largest 
decrease is in July. Monthly and seasonal shares of precipitation remain 
approximately the same in the given seasons without perceptible trends or 
deviations. The Vydra River basin does not display any significant changes in 
its water runoff distribution. 

Tab. 2 - Mean annual air temperature and snow cover characteristic 

Climatic stations Klatovy Kasperske ChurMiov 
Hory 

Altitude (m a.s.l.) 430 737 1118 
Mean air temperature CC) 8.1 6.2 4.4 
Mean precipitation (mm) 607 830 1098 
Mean snow cover depth (cm) 6.6 14.3 39.1 
Mean maximum snow cover depth (cm) 17,5 39.3 97.5 
Mean numbers of day with snow cover 49.9 88 143.9 
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Fig. 3 - Development of mean air temperature in season periods. 5-years moving averages 
were used. Climatic station Kasperske Hory. Source: CHMI. 
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3.2 Air temperature and snow parameters analysis 

Changes associated with global warming have been frequently discussed in 
the last few decades. Snow and air temperature parameters were compiled 
from three climate stations. The stations are at different altitudes in the 
Bohemian Forest and foothills: ChuraIlov, Kasperske hory and Klatovy (see 
Tab. 2). The Klatovy station has the longest monitoring sequence, allowing air 
temperature characteristics to be related to the beginning of the last century. 
By comparing average values for the periods 1901-1950 (Vesecky et al. 1961) 
and 1951-2003, a rise in temperature from 7.6 °C to 8.1 °C was identified. The 
last 50-year monitoring period shows a significant rise in air temperature in 
the 1980s and, in particular, from the beginning of the 1990s. Certain signs, 
particularly during the winter season, can already be observed in the 1970s. 
The biggest rises in air temperature are observed in February and August 
and also in January, May and March. The situation is depicted in Figure 3. 
Similar trends were observed for all three stations. 

The average number of days with snow covers for the period 
1950/51-2003/04 is practically the same as the average value for the period 
1920/21-1949/50 (about 50). A certain reduction in the number of days of 
snow cover can be seen from the 1970s and, more significantly, during the 
1990s. At the same time, despite the apparent increase in winter 
precipitation, the average snow cover depth was reduced by almost a half for 
comparable amounts of winter precipitation. 

The period of the identified increase in water runoff (1975-1982) can be 
characterized as average from a temperature perspective, with a higher 
average snow cover depth and a higher number of days with snow cover. The 
significant increase in spring and summer temperatures from the beginning 
of the 1980s could then contribute to the reduction in water runoff, 
particularly in the summer months. 

3.3 Land Cover Changes Analysis 

The long-term trends of the changes in the mountain and foothill landscape 
in the Bohemian Forest can be monitored based on statistical data from cadastre 

Tab. 3 - Land cover changes for study water basins (source: CORINE Land cover) 

Units CORINE land cover Ostruzna Blanice Vydra 
(Kolinec) (Blanicky MIYn) (Modrava) 

1992 2000 1992 2000 1992 2000 
(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 

112 Discontinuous urban fabric 0.9 1.3 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.0 
211 Non-irrigated arable land 45.7 17.2 5.7 0.3 0.0 0.0 
222 Fruit trees and berry plantations 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
231 Pastures 4.7 30.2 22.3 16.9 4.2 5.7 
243 Land principally occupied by 

agriculture with significant areas 
of natural vegetation 11.1 10.1 6.7 3.9 0.0 0.0 

311 Broad-leaved forest 0.0 0.5 0.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 
312 Coniferous forest 32.5 37.9 41.9 61.2 65.2 58.1 
313 Mixed forest 1.7 1.2 7.2 2.3 0.3 1.0 
321 Natural grassland 0.0 0.0 3.0 10.8 1.1 1.1 
324 Transitional woodland shrub 3.0 1.7 12.6 3.4 29.2 34.2 

Total area of the river basins 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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unit records. The landscape changes reflect changes in political and economic 
conditions. According to Bicik et al. (2003), which compared the structure ofland 
use in the periods 1845-1948-1990, there was a significant decrease of arable 
land at higher altitudes (above 800 m above sea level) after 1948. The decrease 
in arable soil was compensated by the growth of forest. The amount of arable 
land at lower altitudes remained approximately constant. However, the 
structure of the landscape changed significantly during the period of socialistic 
agriculture mainly during 1960s-1980s. Introduction of large-area farming led 
to the loss ofthe stabilizing elements in the landscape. Intensive agriculture was 
accompanied on the extensive land drainage of swamped areas and the 
straightening of smaller rivers. Such changes could negatively affect the outflow 
characteristics. As a result of state subsidies, the Bohemian Forest foothill areas 
have been extensively grassed over after 1994 (see Tab. 3). 

The river basins monitored are different in terms of the land use and their 
development over the last 50 years. The Ostruzna river basin, where arable 
land used to cover over 45% of the area in the past, has experienced the 
biggest changes. In the 1990s most of the previously farmed land has been 
grassed over (see Fig. 4). Similar changes together with the forestation have 
also occurred in the Blanice River basin. Such changes could contribute to the 
increase in the landscape retention and to the reduction in average and 
minimum values of surface runoff. 

3.4 River network training and land drainage analysis 

River training and amelioration measures represent other significant 
anthropogenic intervention in the river basins. The first initial modifications 

CORINE land cover units 

• 112 Discontinuous urban fabric 
• 211 Non."ngated arable land 

222 Fruit trees and berry plantations 
231 Pastures 

• 243 Land pnnclpally occupied byagnculture 
• 312 Coniferous forest 
• 313 Mixed forest 

Fig. 4 - Land cover changes in the Ostruzna River basin. Source: CORINE Land cover. 
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Tab. 4 - River altering in the Ostruzna and Blanice of river network in 19th century 
River basins 

did not represent significant 
Ostruzna 

River network length (km) 163.9 
River altering length (km) 33.7 
Transformation degree (%) 20.6 

Blanice 

141.9 
8,5 (18.4*) 
6 (13.0*) 

interventions into the river 
habitat, i.e. river network 
lengths did not experience any 
significant changes. Natural 
materials were mainly used for 

*Including historical alterations, which are now of the alterations. More 
an almost natural character significant impact into the river 

network has occurred in 
connection with flood protection, urbanization and amelioration measures. 
The main river alterations were carried out between 1960 and 1987 in 
connection with the drainage of farmland in the Ostruzna and Blanice River 
basins. The highest level of channelization is displayed in the Ostruzna river 
basin, where the tributaries of the main river are chiefly affected (21 %). The 
river channels were straightened, deepened and stabilized using concrete 
prefabricated elements (see Tab. 4). 

The Blanice River basin has a significantly lower level of channelized 
sections mainly in the Zbytinsky Brook basin. The level of river altering totals 
only 6 % in the whole Blanice River basin but in the Zbytinsky Brook basin 
reaches 62 % (Vondra 2004). No significant anthropogenic interventions to 
the river network were identified in the Vydra River basin except of forest I 
amelioration in the 19th and 20th centuries (Rais 2004). 

The land drainage was carried out in connection with intensive agriculture 
in particular. The first interventions were carried out during the 1960s. The 

River altering 

- fiver 

- river altering 
c::J water basin 

~ land drainage 

Fig. 5 - River training and land drainage in the Ostruzna River basin. Source: A WMA 
Prachatice. 
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Fig. 6 - Land drainage in the Ostruzna and Blanice River basins. Source: AWMA 
Prachatice. 

largest growth in the size of drained areas occurred between 1975 and 1982. 
The total amount of the drainage reaches 829 ha in the Ostruzna river basin, 
i.e. 8.3 % of the river basin area (see Fig. 5). In the case of the Blanice 
amelioration measures were applied from the beginning of the 1970s. The 
largest draining period corresponds with the situation in the Ostruzna River 
basin. The total amount ofland drainage reaches 450 ha, i.e. 5.3 % ofthe river 
basin area (see Fig. 6). 

4. Discu ssion 

An analysis of discharge characteristics shows a continuous period of higher 
runoff during the period 1975-1982 during both the growing and cold seasons. 
There were several incidences of shorter periods of high water level events; 
usually lasting 2 to 3 years, during the 50-year sequence monitored, e.g. 
1957-58, 1965- 66(67), 1970-71, 1995-(97) and 2002. After 1982, we can see 
lower or low water runoff values, particularly in growing periods (see Fig. 7). 

The period of higher runoff between 1975 and 1982 is connected with 
a period of higher precipitation. However, compared to similar situations 
(1954- 58, 1965- 68, 1986-88, 1995-96, 2000-02, etc.) the given period can be 
described as not completely adequate from the point of discharge values in 
relation to the precipitation amount. On the other hand, from the point of 
precipitation it is a continuous period of average to above-average years 
without considerable deviations. If we monitor trends in the whole 50-year 
sequence, wetter and drier periods alternate. From the end of the 70's there is 
a clear decrease in and higher fluctuation of precipitation in vegetation period 
and precipitation increase in cold periods particularly at higher altitude. 

In terms of air temperature, the period 1975-1982 is one of below-average 
and very cold periods. Low average temperature values were mainly observed 
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Fig. 7 - Climate development and increase ofland drainage in the Ostruzna River basin in 
period 1954-2002. Source: CHMI, A WMA. Q - mean discharge, H - precipitation, T - mean 
air temperature, SD - snow cover depth, SN - number of days with snow cover. Black 
colour areas: values > upper quartil, grey dark: < upper quartil, median>, grey light: 
<median, lower quartil>, white: <lower quartil. Thin line - development of land drainage, 
thick line - development of land drainage (cumulative). 

in the growing periods. Conversely, slightly above-average temperatures were 
reached in winter period. Looking at the 50-year sequence as a whole, there 
is air temperatures increase considerably from the beginning ofthe 1980s and 
more so during the 1990s, during both summer and winter months. 

Above-average depths of snow cover characterize the period 1975-1982. 
The number of days of snow cover is also above average. In connection with 
increased temperatures, reduced snow cover depths and the number of days 
with snow cover can be observed from the end of the 1980s. One of the 
consequences of these factors is the change in the water runoff distribution 
during the year in favour of the winter months (from the mid-1970s). 

In the period 1845-1990 no significant land cover changes were 
identified in study water basins. Nevertheless, there were significant 
changes in the structure of the landscape as a result of the introduction of 
large-area farming. A significant reduction of arable land (particularly in 
the Ostruzna River basin) was in the 1990s, which was compensated for by 
an increase in meadows and forests areas. These changes can be seen as 
positive in terms of the higher landscape water retention and the 
evapotranspiration process. 

Extensive amelioration measures were carried out in the Ostruzna and 
Blanice River basins in the second half of the 20th century. Large areas used 
for agriculture were drained and, in connection with this, small river 
channels were altered. The greatest increase in drained areas occurred 
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between 1975 and 1982, which corresponds with the identified increase in 
runoff in this period. 

5. Conclusion 

Through monitoring the runoff and rainfall processes using the method of 
simple and double mass curves, deviations in the trend of runoff were 
observed. Out of the three study water basins in the Bohemian Forest and 
foothills, the largest deviations were seen in the Ostruzna River basin, 
which is used for agriculture. The deviations were less significant in the 
Blanice River basin. No deviations were found in the naturally forested 
Vydra River basin. The changes were manifested by considerable increases 
in the runoff during the 1970s and 1980s, and by a gradual reduction in 
runoff during the following years. The analysis of runoff and precipitation 
distribution within a year identified certain links between increase in runoff 
and one of the periods rich in precipitation. The relatively continuous cold 
period was manifested by above-average snow cover depth and above
average numbers of days of snow cover. Mter 1982 and particularly in the 
1990s, lower-than-average and low runoff values can be identified; 
especially during growing periods and particularly in connection with the 
air temperature increases in the summer and winter months. With regard 
to the specificity and non-repetition of the identified water runoff trend 
during the 50-year period, we can assume that, besides natural factors, 
anthropogenic interventions also played a role. This particularly includes 
the extensive amelioration measures, river network training and the 
construction of drainage systems. The period with the most intensive 
increase in drained areas corresponds with the increase in water runoff. 
Conversely, the significant reduction in arable land areas in the last ten 
years, together with the identified climatic trends, could contribute to the 
increase in the evapontranspiration. It could cause the overall reduction in 
runoff. Determining the importance and influence of the factors affecting 
the water runoff seems to be very difficult. 
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Shrnuti 

ZMENY ODTOKOvEHO REZIMU V DUSLEDKU ANTROPOGENNICH ZMEN 
VKRAJINE 

Nedavno probehle povodnove udalosti v Cesku vyvolaly eetne diskuse 0 negativnim vli
vu eloveka na ffeni system a nasledne i na zmeny ve srazko-odtokovYch pomerech. Prezen
tovane odborne studie 0 pffmem ei nepffmem vlivu eloveka na odtokovY rezim jsou mnoh
dy protichudne, coz muze bjt zpusobeno heterogenitou zvolenych povodi, avsak do jiste mi
ry to muze souviset i s absenci komplexniho pohledu na povodi. 

Hlavnim cilem prezentovane studie bylo objasneni pffCin prokazanych zmen ve vYvoji 
srazko-odtokovYch pomeru v pramenne oblastipovodi Otavy (viz Kliment, Matouskova 
2005). Vzajemne byla porovnavana tti plosne srovnatelna povodi s rozdilnjrn krajinnjrn po
kryvem a ruznjrn stupnem upravenosti fferu'ho systemu : povodi Vydry (profil Modrava), 
povodi horni Blanice (profil Blanicky Mljn) a povodi Ostruzne (profil Kolinec). Zmeny v od
tokovem rezimu byly hodnoceny pomoci metody jednoduchych a podvojnych souCtovYch car 
za obdobi hydrologickeho pozorovani, tj. cca za poslednich 50 let. Vedle prumernych odto
kOvYch a srazkovYch charakteristik byly sledovany minimalni a 5lete a vyssi prutoky 
a zmeny ve vYvoji rozlozeni odtoku behem roku. Vjvoj odtoku v danych povodich byl dale 
doplnen 0 analyzu vYvoje teploty vzduchu a snehovYch pomeru. Za repre~entativni byly vza
ty udaje ze tff vYskove ruzne polozenych klimatologickych stanic CHMU: Klatovy, KaSper
ske Hory a Churanov. V navaznosti na analyzy trendu odtokoveho, srazkoveho a teplotni
ho rezimu byly provedeny analyzy zmen ve vyuziti krajiny, upravenosti ffeni site a plosne-
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ho odvodneni pozemku. Pfi. zpracovani bylo vyuzito jak existujicich analogovYch a digitali
zovanych databazi, tak vlastru110 terenniho pruzkumu. 

Ze ttech modelovYch povodi se odchylky v odtoku nejvice projevily v zemMelsky vyuzi
vanem povodi Ostruzne, mene vjrazne v povodi horni Blanice a nebyly naopak zjisteny 
v pfirodnim zalesnenem povodi Vydry. Zmeny se projevily ztetelnjrn narustem odtoku v 70. 
a 80. letech minuleho stoleti a postupnjrn ubytkem odtoku v naslednem obdobi. Analyzou 
vjvoje rozlozeni odtoku a srazek v prubehu roku byly zjisteny urcite vazby narustu odtoku 
na jedno ze srazkove bohatsich obdobi s vyssim podilem odtoku v mimovegetacnim obdobi. 
Teplotne chladne, relativne souvisle obdobi bylo charakteristicke vYskytem srazkove pru
mernych az nadprumernych let bez vjraznych vYkyvil. s nadprumernou vYskou snehove po
krjvky a nadprumernjrn poctem dni se snehovou pokrjvkou. Po r. 1982, hlavne pak v 90. 
letech, lze pozorovat zejmena v souvislosti s narustem teplot v letnich i zimnich mesicich 
v prumeru nizsi az nizke hodnoty odtoku, ptedevsim ve vegetacnim obdobi. Vzhledem ke 
specificnosti a neopakovatelnosti zjisteneho trendu odtoku za vice jak 50lete obdobi a jeho 
neidentifikaci v pfirodnim zalesnenem povodi Vydry muzeme usuzovat, ze se na nem moh
ly spolupodilet nektere antropogenoe podminene zasahy. V tomto smyslu se jedna zejmena 
o rozsahla hydromelioracni opatteni v zemMelsky vyuzivanych oblastech, provazena upra
varni hydrograficke site a vYstavbou povrchovYch i podpovrchovYch odvodnovacich systemu. 
Obdobi nejintenzivnejsiho narustu odvodnenych ploch casove koresponduje se zjistenjrn 
trendem narustu odtoku. Vyznamny pokles vYmery orne pudy kompenzovany narustem za
travnenych a zalesnenych ploch v poslednim desetileti mohl naopak ptispet spolu se zjiste
njrni klimatickjrni trendy ke zvYseni podilu evapotranspirace a tim i k celkovemu snizeni 
odtoku. Stanoveni vahy a vlivu faktoru ovlivilujicich odtok vody z uzemi bude ptedmetem 
zahajeneho synchronniho kontinmilrubo monitoringu odtoku a srazek na rozdilne vyuzitych 
dilcich experiment8.lnich plochach s ruznjrn stupnem upravenosti ficni site v lokalite Zby
tiny v povodi horni Blanice. 

Obr. 1 - Povodi Otavy - vymezeni zajmovYch uzemi: povodi Vydry, Blanice a Ostruzne. 
Zdroj: ZVM 1:50000. 

Obr. 2 - Podvojne souctove cary prumernych rocnich srazek a prumernych rocnich pruto
ku pro profily: Modrava, Kolinec, Blanicky Mljn. Zdroj: CHMU. 

Obr. 3 - Chod prumernych teHlot vzduchu v jednotlivYch rocnich obdobich, 5lety plovouci 
prilmer. Zdroj: CHMU. 

Obr. 4 - Zmeny krajinneho pokryvu v povodi Ostruzne. Zdroj: CORINE Land cover. 
Obr. 5 - Upravenost ficni site a odvodneni ploch v povodi Ostruzne. Zdroj: ZVHS Pracha

tice. 
Obr. 6 - Plosne odvodneni v povodi Ostruzne a Blanice. Zdroj: ZVHS Prachatice. 
Obr. 7 - Vjvoj klimatu a narust, plosneho odvodneni v povodi Ostruzne v obdo

bi1954-2002. Zdroj: CHMU, ZVHS. Q - prilmerny prutok, H - srazky, T - pru
merna teplota vzduchu, SD - vYska snehove pokrjvky, SN - pocet dnu se sneho
YOU pokrjvkou. Cerne > horni kvartil, tmave seda < horni kvartil, median >, svet
Ie seda < median, dolni kvartil >, bila:< dolni kvartil. Slaba cara: vjvoj plosneho 
odvodneni, silna cara: kumulativni vjvoj plosneho odvodneni. 
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